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Timaeus Plato
Timaeus (/ taɪˈmiːəs /; Greek: Τίμαιος, translit. Timaios, pronounced [tǐːmai̯os]) is one of Plato's
dialogues, mostly in the form of a long monologue given by the title character Timaeus of Locri,
written c. 360 BC.
Timaeus (dialogue) - Wikipedia
Plato’s Timaeus First published Tue Oct 25, 2005; substantive revision Mon Dec 18, 2017 In the
Timaeus Plato presents an elaborately wrought account of the formation of the universe and an
explanation of its impressive order and beauty. The universe, he proposes, is the product of
rational, purposive, and beneficent agency.
Plato’s Timaeus (Stanford Encyclopedia of Philosophy)
In Plato: Late dialogues The Timaeus concerns the creation of the world by a Demiurge, initially
operating on forms and space and assisted after he has created them by lesser gods. Earth, air,
fire, and water are analyzed as ultimately consisting of two kinds of triangles, which combine into
different…
Timaeus | dialogue by Plato | Britannica
Timaeus by Plato, part of the Internet Classics Archive. Commentary: Several comments have been
posted about Timaeus. Download: A 175k text-only version is available for download.
The Internet Classics Archive | Timaeus by Plato
Plato: The Timaeus There is nothing easy about the Timaeus. Its length, limited dramatic discourse,
and arid subject-matter make for a dense and menacing work. But make no mistake, it is a
menacing work of great subtly and depth.
Plato: The Timaeus | Internet Encyclopedia of Philosophy
Plato's TIMAEUS On Physis. Persons of the Dialogue Socrates, Timaeus, Hermocrates, Critias .
Translated by B. Jowett / Subtitles added by Elpenor. Elpenor's notes are being added to the Englishonly version of Timaeus. Search Plato's works / Plato Anthology / Physis Library. Plato Home Page /
The Greek Word Library / Greek Fonts
Plato : Timaeus
Of all the writings of Plato the Timaeus is the most obscure and repulsive to the modern reader, and
has nevertheless had the greatest influence over the ancient and mediaeval world.
Timaeus, by Plato - Project Gutenberg
In Plato's works, Timaeus appears as a wealthy aristocrat from the Greek colony of Lokroi
Epizephyrioi (present-day Locri in Calabria), who had served in high offices in his native town before
coming to Athens, where the dialogue of Timaeus is set.
Timaeus of Locri - Wikipedia
Even if Plato’s text is grammatically ambiguous, the most plausible way to understand the
definition is the traditional one. Other passages in the Timaeus make it clear that Plato thought of
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time as a kind of celestial clockwork -that is, a certain kind of motion, rather than a measure of
motion. Consider 38d and 39d:
Plato’s Cosmology: The Timaeus - University of Washington
Plato, Timaeus ("Agamemnon", "Hom. Od. 9.1", "denarius") All Search Options [view abbreviations]
Home Collections/Texts Perseus Catalog Research Grants Open Source About Help. Hide browse bar
Your current position in the text is marked in blue. Click anywhere in the line to jump to another
position:
Plato, Timaeus, section 17a - Perseus
Timaeus is one of Plato's dialogues, mostly in the form of a long monologue. The work puts forward
speculation on the nature of the physical world and human beings and is followed by the dialogue
Critias. Participants in the dialogue include Socrates, Timaeus of Locri, Hermocrates, and Critias.
Timaeus By Plato, Free PDF, ebook, and epub - Global Grey ...
First published in Plato: Complete Works, Donald J. Zeyl's masterful translation of Timaeus is
presented along with his 75 page introductory essay, which discusses points of contemporary
interest in the Timaeus, deals at length with long-standing and current issues of interpretation, and
provides a consecutive commentary on the work as a whole.
Timaeus by Plato - Goodreads
Timaeus is interesting as an exhibition of the lengths to which imagination can go in the attempt to
understand this mysterious universe. It is a characteristically curious mixture of immature...
Timaeus Analysis - eNotes.com
Nevertheless, the Timaeus has value for its detailed illumination of Plato’s physical and
metaphysical views on the nature of the universe and his admirably ambitious attempt at
constructing a unified theory of everything. Participants in the dialogue include Socrates, Critias,
and Hermocrates, but the title character does 90% of the talking.
Timaeus - Kindle edition by Plato, Jowett, Benjamin ...
Donald Zeyl's fresh and faithful translation and his lucid, comprehensive commentary will bring the
sublime Timaeus to life for contemporary students of cosmology, metaphysics, history of science,
and philosophy. --Sarah Broadie, Princeton University
Amazon.com: Timaeus (9780872204461): Plato, Donald J. Zeyl ...
Timaeus PLATO (ΠΛΆΤΩΝ) (c. 428 BCE - c. 347 BCE), translated by Benjamin JOWETT (1817 - 1893)
"Our intention is, that Timaeus, who is the most of an astronomer amongst us, and has made the
nature of the universe his special study, should speak first, beginning with the generation of the
world and going down to the creation of man..."
LibriVox
Plato, Timaeus ("Agamemnon", "Hom. Od. 9.1", "denarius") All Search Options [view abbreviations]
Home Collections/Texts Perseus Catalog Research Grants Open Source About Help. Hide browse bar
Your current position in the text is marked in blue. Click anywhere in the line to jump to another
position:
Plato, Timaeus, section 27d - Perseus
The Timaeus of Plato Item Preview remove-circle Share or Embed This Item. EMBED. EMBED (for
wordpress.com hosted blogs and archive.org item <description> tags) Want more? Advanced
embedding details, examples, and help! No_Favorite. share ...
The Timaeus of Plato : Plato : Free Download, Borrow, and ...
Timaeus is one of Plato's dialogues, mostly in the form of a long monologue given by the title
character Timaeus of Locri, written c. 360 BC. The work puts forward speculation on the nature of
the physical world and human beings and is followed by the dialogue Critias.
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